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Concerts Without Borders award to Engin Dervişağa
By Chris Elliott...
For the past seven years of
publishing, I have been following
the English channels of Bayrak
International Radio and TV and in
the early days received and
published weekly articles from
their staff about forthcoming
shows and made many contacts
like Engin Dervişağa.
In the past few years, Engin has
gone from strength to strength with
his TV and Radio shows and has
had many memorable experiences
like interviewing Paris Hilton and
going to Turkey to be awarded the
4th TRNC - Turkey Best of the
year awards in 2018.
Engin, through his outside TV
broadcast shows, has made some
wonderful shows about "Concerts
Without Borders" which were
produced and directed by Grammy
List Nominee, Demetra George

Mustafaoglu and for his support,
she presented him with an award
and had the following to say:
"The sixth recipient of awards from
Concerts Without Borders was
Engin Dervish from BRT.
Engin is well known for his
travelling interviews where he
opens the floodgates with his
guests. Most recently was a
wonderful and stunning visit with
Paris Hilton who just happens to
be my former neighbour in the US.
Paris is a darling lady and had
many a visitor from the Turkish
American Ladies League which I
founded.
He has covered all of my charity
concerts in North Cyprus for BRT
and has become part of the family
routine before, at intermission and
post show. Everyone looks forward
to their special time with him in or
out of makeup and costume".
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Emergency repairs carried out in Girne Ancient Harbour
The Ministry of Tourism and
Environment have carried out
some repairs and renovations
which were required to be done
urgently in Girne Ancient Harbour.
During a 2 week period, the old
wooden walkway was repaired
with new wooden boards. Due to
breakage, street lamps were
renewed and
the
electrical
components repaired.
The
defective
camera
system
controlling the inputs and outputs

of the Girne Ancient Harbour has
been repaired and all the cameras
are operational.
Waste bins which are rusted and
broken within the port and painting
of the ironwork are among the
priorities of the Ministry.
With the support of the Ministry
and all stakeholders to ensure that
the port reaches the desired level,
the work will continue in the days
ahead.

Studies on Smart Transportation System
Within the scope of the studies
carried out to bring smart
transportation systems to the
TRNC, the Izmir Metropolitan
Municipality Transportation Center
(IZUM) presented a project to the
TRNC Ministry of Public Works
and Transport.
During the presentation, Izmir gave
comprehensive information about
the smart transportation systems
that are being implemented in
many cities of the world.
Traffic system violations such as
traffic lights, lane and speed limits,
can be detected with the systems
that can be applied to increase
traffic safety in the TRNC and to
relieve urban transportation.

In addition, moving weight
measurement systems can be
installed to detect the weight of
vehicles at certain points in order
to prevent vehicles carrying heavy
loads above their capacities.
In addition to the traffic
monitoring and measurement
systems that can determine the
number of vehicles and traffic
density using certain routes, the
transportation
system
allows
drivers to use the right route,
whether they comply with the
traffic rules, stop at traffic lights,
road junctions etc, and provides
electronic
payment
systems
together with camera systems that
ensure the safety of passengers in
the vehicle.

Intelligent transportation systems
also include pedestrian crossing
signalling for visually impaired
people in Nicosia and bad parking
systems that can detect parking
violations.

Source :
Ministry of Public Works and
Transportation
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MOT vehicle inspection – proposed new structure
The Ministry of Public Works and
Transportation issued the findings
of the preliminary report entitled
“Privatising Vehicle Inspection
Stations to be Managed by PublicPrivate Cooperation” with the aim
of improving the quality of vehicle
tests by setting common minimum
standards for equipment, training
of inspectors and assessment of
deficiencies.
The report explains the reasons
behind the need for a structural
adjustment in vehicle inspection
(MOT), currently run by the Police
General Directorate. The need
derived from the findings of the
report which indicated that
inspection
stations
lacked
necessary
regulations,
of
infrastructure, equipment and
qualified personnel, which in turn
had a negative impact on traffic
safety.
There are currently five inspection
stations operating under the Police
General
Directorate
Vehicle
Inspection Branch. These are
located in Lefkoşa, Gazimağusa,
Girne, Güzelyurt and İskele.
According to the report, while only
the stations in Lefkoşa and Girne
had a weighing machine and an
inspection pit, they lacked
necessary equipment and devices
needed to carry out a thorough
vehicle check-up and trained
experts and technicians. On the
other hand, inspection stations in
Güzelyurt, Gazimağusa and İskele
are only composed of an office
used by inspectors.
The report said it could be
confirmed that the level of vehicle
inspection service in the TRNC
was way below established
international standards, which
could be seen by looking at traffic

accidents caused by heavy vehicles
and the number of lives lost in
these accidents.
The report said it could be
confirmed that the level of vehicle
inspection service in the TRNC
was way below established
international standards, which
could be seen by looking at traffic
accidents caused by heavy vehicles
and the number of lives lost in
these accidents.
THE NEW STRUCTURE
The report indicated that with the
new structure, which aims to
maximise road safety, vehicle
inspection stations will be able to
conduct:
• Directive 2014/45/EU periodic
roadworthiness tests for motor
vehicles and their trailers.
• Directive 2014/47/EU technical
roadside
inspection
of
the
roadworthiness of commercial
vehicles.
• Directive 2014/46/EU standard
status of registration documents for
vehicles.
The stations which will be built
will also have to conform to the

terms of the international tender to
be opened and TS EN ISO/IEC
17020:2012-06
Terms
of
Management and Accreditation.
The target, according to the report,
is to set up four fully equipped
vehicle inspection stations in 5,000
square meter plots.
With the new structure, depending
on class and weight, 66 - 107 parts
of vehicles will be checked with
state of the art equipment. These
are:

a website, a call centre and selfservice appointment kiosks to be
set up at inspection stations.

Complaints will be managed
through the call centre which will
• Braking systems: 17-27 parts. also provide information with
• Steering and control wheel: 3-4 regard to the inspections and
parts.
appointment support. Vehicle
•
Visibility Qualification: 2-5 owners will be reminded of
parts.
appointments
for
inspections
•
Lights, Reflectors
and through SMS.
Electronic Hardware: 10-22 parts.
•
Axle shafts, wheels, tyres, The report concluded that setting
suspension: 3 parts.
up a vehicle inspection system that
•
Chassis
and
Chassis will operate within international
Connections: 6-12 parts.
standards will have a significant
•
Other hardware: 6-9 parts.
impact in increasing road safety
•
Noise and Pollution: 12-16 and protecting lives.
parts.
•
Five extra spots for public In order to set up such a system,
transportation vehicles.
the report said an international
•
Vehicle Identification: 2 parts. tender will be opened to choose the
contractor company on the basis of
The new structure will also contain a “build operate transfer” model.
Meaning that the contracting
company will make the necessary
investments, run the operation and
hand it over to the state after a
certain period of time.
The new structure will also be
based on a model where the
revenue will be shared by the
contracting company and the state.
Source:
Ministry of Public Works and
Transportation
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Akinci to meet with the leaders of TDP, DP and YDP
President
Mustafa
Akıncı
continues his talks separately with
the leaders of the six political
parties with seats in the TRNC
Assembly.
He met with the leaders of the
UBP, CTP and HP yesterday
(13th May) and he continued his
talks today separately with the
leaders of the TDP, DP and YDP
before tasking one of them with
the duty of forming a new
government.

Akıncı met with TDP Leader
Cemal Özyiğit at 09:30, DP
Leader Serdar Denktaş at 10:00
and then lastly with the YDP
Leader Erhan Arıklı at 10:30
today.
21 deputies from UBP, 12
deputies from CTP, 9 deputies
from HP, 3 deputies from TDP
and DP and 2 deputies from YDP
are represented at the TRNC
Assembly.

East-West Friendship and Peace Rally to end in the TRNC
The 14th East-West Friendship and
Peace Rally (Europa-Orient) which
departed from Germany has arrived
at the capital of Serbia, Belgrade.

the TRNC is a national cause and
said: “As long as the TRNC
economy grows, the recognition of
the TRNC will increase.”

Amateur and professional rally
lovers from many cities of the
world are attending the rally which
was organized to promote Turkey.

Turkish President of Friendship
Rally Nadir Serin stated that this
year, 38 teams from 10 different
countries and also about 85 relatives
and 300 competitors have attended
the rally. The rally started from
Germany on 11 May 2019, and
Serin said that after Germany, the
race will continue through Romania,
Bulgaria, Turkey, Georgia, Iran and
then to Turkey again. The rally will
end in the TRNC.

Turkish Ambassador to Belgrade
Tanju Bilgiç, who received the
delegation, stated that the rally
which will end in the TRNC will be
useful with regard to promoting the
TRNC in Europe and in the world.
Bilgiç also added that promotion of

"International Art Residence Exhibition" at NEU
“International Art Residence
Exhibition” which has been
specially prepared by 15 artists
from Balkan countries for the
Cyprus Modern Art Museum, was
opened by the Minister of Tourism
and Environment Fikri Ataoğlu.
The exhibition, displaying the
works of 15 artists from Turkey,
Macedonia, Bosnia-Herzegovina,
Albania, Syria, Kyrgyzstan and
Kosovo, opened at the Near East
University Atatürk Culture and
Congress Centre Exhibition Hall.
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Çavuşoğlu: “We will continue our drilling work
Çavuşoğlu: “We will continue our
drilling works in the areas where
the TRNC has granted a license”
Turkish Foreign Minister Mevlüt
Çavuşoğlu stated that Turkey will
always defend the rights of Turkey
and Turkish Cypriot people in the
Eastern Mediterranean.
After receiving the chairman of
Romania’s parliamentary committee
on European Affairs Angel Tilvar,
Çavuşoğlu replied to the questions of
journalists at the European Union
Presidency.
Reiterating that reactions came from
some countries regarding Turkey’s
preparation of drilling in the Eastern
Mediterranean, Çavuşoğlu stated that
the Ambassadors of P5 and the
European Union member countries
were invited to the Turkish Foreign

Ministry and they were informed
regarding the situation. Çavuşoğlu
said: "Everyone has seen the truth.
Turkey conducts drilling activities on
its own continental shelf”.
Çavuşoğlu noted that Turkey will
continue its own drilling works in the
areas where the TRNC has granted a
license” and said:

Çavuşoğlu pointed out that although
the Greek Cypriot side, the EU and
the international community were
warned by Turkey, the Greek Cypriot
side still continues to conduct
unilateral drilling activities without
guaranteeing the rights of the Turkish
Cypriot people.
"The problem is here. This issue

needs to be resolved. Instead of
making statements against Turkey,
this issue fundamentally has to be
resolved. Then the reserves around
Cyprus can be evaluated in a proper
way and can be transferred to
international markets via Turkey. If
they take a unilateral step instead of a
rational approach, then we will do
what is necessary” Çavuşoğlu added.

“The declaration of the Exclusive
Economic Zone (EEZ) by any
country which we do not accept and
we are not involved in, does not mean
it is valid. Such statements to which
Turkey did not say yes and is not
involved in are not approved. It is not
acceptable to us. On the other hand,
Turkey has also recorded its own
continental shelf with the UN.
Moreover, we will continue our
drilling works in the areas where the
TRNC has granted a license”.

Erdoğan - working for establishment of peace and security
Erdoğan: “Stability in Cyprus and
the Eastern Mediterranean is only
possible by protecting the rights and
interests of Turkey and the TRNC”
In his speech at an event held in
Ankara, Turkish President and AK
Party Leader Recep Tayyip Erdoğan
stated that they are working for the
establishment of peace and security in
the Eastern Mediterranean, which is
the common extension of the Middle
East and Europe.

Erdoğan, said that stability in Cyprus
and the Eastern Mediterranean is only
possible by respecting the rights and
interests of Turkey and the TRNC. I
believe that all related parties are
aware of the fact that Turkey would
not tolerate a fait accompli in the
region. He also added that like all
problems, they want to solve this issue
with reciprocal talks, dialogue and
cooperation.

Albayrak: “Eastern Mediterranean very important for Turkey”
Turkish Minister of Treasury and
Finance Berat Albayrak stated that the
Eastern Mediterranean is very
important for Turkey and they cannot
accept what is dictated. Attending a
programme on CNN Türk, Albayrak
answered the questions regarding the
agenda and the economy and also
spoke about Cyprus.
Evaluating the drilling crisis in the
Eastern Mediterranean, Albayrak
reminded that the process started
when he was the Minister of Energy

and Natural Resources and added “We
have started our own drilling process
by organizing our team including our
vessels, engineers and experts in
Turkey’s territorial waters. The TRNC
is a state and also has territorial
waters. There is a strong will put
forward by Turkey and the TRNC as
well. We have to continue our
struggle. We have our vessel ‘Fatih’
and our other vessel ‘Yavuz’ will also
come into operation. The Eastern
Mediterranean is very important and
we cannot accept what is dictated to
us”.

OPINION
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One Way Ticket to the Blues
We sat for a couple of hours, where he
repeatedly sang the “One Way
Ticket”, and I just tried to find some
beat. The process was very
complicated, he was trying to adjust
the chords while playing the guitar,
whereas I was trying to find some
suitable beat to go along. After a long
struggle, I managed to adjust the Jerk
beat with the song. Waqar too
succeeded in sorting out the guitar
chords for rhythm.
By Ahmet Abdulaziz ....
The song “One Way Ticket to the
Blues”, has got a special place in my
life. There is more than one reason
for me to like this song. But first of
all I would like to mention something
about this popular song.
This song was written by Jack Keller
and Hank Hunter, way back during
the 1950s. However, popular singer
Neil Sedaka sang it at the end of the
1950s and included it in his record
released in 1961. The song became
quite popular in those days. A
number of singers sang the same
song, in almost the same tune. Most
popular of them was “Eruption”
group, who sang it during the 1970s.
For me, this song has got a totally
different place in my memory. Way
back in 1969, my father had sent me
to learn to play drums. I went to the
course for a couple of months. I had
bought an old drum set, which I
frequently played at home. However
my relationship with that set of drums
was very formal, as every time when
I got a chance to play, the most that I
could do was to play different drum
beats that I had learnt. Foxtrot, Jerk,
Cha Cha Cha, Waltz were a few that I
can recall now. I never knew what I
should do next.
The year was 1971, and we had
shifted to a new area. I was a college
student then. One Sunday morning I
was passing through the lane next to
ours, when I heard someone singing
“One Way Ticket to the Blues”. I
looked towards the house from where
the voice was coming. There was a

young boy standing at the balcony of
first floor of the house. He was
wearing glasses, playing the guitar and
singing this song.
No need to say that I instantly made a
direct contact with him. His name was
WAQAR HASAN, and he too was a
college student. He had learned to
play the guitar, although he was an
amateur, but I was much more
amateur than him. I sat on his balcony
for a short time, and he sang a couple
of other songs for me. I do not
remember the other songs he played
then, however, it was the “One Way
Ticket to the Blues,” which I liked the
most.
The same day he visited us. I took out
my drum set, and we tried to work on
this particular song. As I have
mentioned in my previous write-ups, I
did not have any records or tape
recorder. I had heard this song on the
radio, but of course was not very clear
about the way drums played and the
rolls were done in the original song.
But neither Waqar nor myself were
much concerned about that.

In fact it took us a couple of days to be
able to complete playing the song. I
had adjusted some rolls that I knew in
the song, which of course never had
any connection or resemblance with
the drum rolls in the original song. But
that was not important for us. The
most important thing was the
satisfaction of being able to play a
song. We were just two, so Waqar
had to play both rhythm and lead of
the song. There was no bass guitar. I
always struggled to do something with
my drums to keep the song going.
After a short period of time Iftikhar
joined us. He had started singing.
Later on Suhail also joined us with his
electric lead guitar. He was also a
good organ player. All four of us
continued struggling in the field of
music for years to come, but we could
never raise our standard, as we were
all busy with our studies and in
professions later on. Playing music
meant just a change for us. This
change in fact used to be formulated
by us once in a couple of months, at
either my house or that of Suhail, and

Ahmet, Iftikhar, Suhail and Waqar
The Graduates (me on drums)

we also played at a number of family
gatherings.
We four remained a musical group for
many years, but neither did our
standard improve, nor did we work to
improve it. We loved it the way we
were.
“One Way Ticket to The Blues”,
remained our most favourite song, all
through that period. It is the song that
had laid the foundation of our music
life. This is the song that we used to
start with whenever we played. Even
today, whenever I sit to listen to
music, I start with “One Way Ticket”.
There are many songs that I like very
much. There is a long list of such
songs, but apart from all that, I have
got a list of my specially liked songs,
and this list has just one single song in
it.
Yes, that song is “One Way Ticket”.
Enjoy watching a video of Neil
Sedaka on the link shown below :

https://youtu.be/k3hws1xNJmw

Ahmet, Iftikhar, and Waqar
The Graduates
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KAR - News Update
Can you please help KAR? In desperate need of :

Volunteers / Donations / Sponsorship for dogs and cats /
Visitors to the Rescue Centre / Re-homing
The sun has certainly got his hat
on - if anyone is coming to walk
our dogs please remember to
come as early as possible to avoid
the worst heat - please bring your
hats, sun cream and drinking
water.
We are open daily from 9am to
1pm.
It's getting hot out there so take
care.

ADOPT - RESCUE - DON'T BUY.
Something for the weekend. If you can spare a few hours either
Saturday or Sunday (9am-1pm), visit the centre. Walk a dog, come
and see what we do! Lots of puppies to cuddle and cats to fuss over.

Please, Please help us keep our Shops open..... we need people to
help. 3.5 hours a day..... that's all it takes, once, twice a week, the
choice is completely yours. Mornings or afternoons.... also
completely your choice. 3 shops to choose from 2 in Girne, 1 in
Karakum, again your choice.

ANIMAL WELFARE
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KAR - News Update
A selection of our puppies,
loving their new ‘softies’
donations. Please keep them
smiling.
Thank you Veni Vici and all that
donated.

We have had another update about some of our dogs who were adopted in
Germany, Lotte (the KAR dog formerly known as Gypsy) and Ajo
(formerly known at KAR as Albert) live next door to each other.
"Attached you find Ajo (formerly Albert), who left the centre before the
distemper breakout last spring. He is doing so good with Askan his human.
They both are not only exploring the urban and countryside of Berlin by
foot, but also the Alps, etc. Besides Ajo and Lotte (formerly Gypsy) are
BFF. There are more great adventures to come"

Posted on Facebook 13th May
MISSING!! LOST!!
This poor boy as been missing
from home for 10 days now.
Male Golden Retriever. Please
call 0533 844 3941
MISSING FROM BELLAPAIS AREA

Message from Barbara, who
adopted our deaf cat Priscilla
(now Betty).
"Just to let you know Priscilla
(Betty), has settled in with us
and now ventures into the
garden. She never stops
eating! She is a delight to
have."
We have 46 older cats at the
Centre. Please think about an
older cat.

We are Number 10, places to visit in Kyrenia on Trip Advisor... please
help us maintain that spot or move even higher.... visit the centre, take
some photos and review us!!
Please help keep us in the public eye!!
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Girne Municipality, Zabita raise awareness of traffic issues
In the first week of May, Zabita teams
of Kyrenia Municipality handed out
leaflets to companies and drivers in
the city to raise awareness of problems
experienced in traffic when mobile
phones are being used.
Girne Municipality organised an event
to raise awareness and draw attention
to the public of the problems
experienced in traffic, with the slogan
“Follow the rules of traffic, let's not
love the lovers. We shouldn't use a
cell phone”.

Girne Mayor Nidai Gungordu said in
our country, as all over the world, we
want to create awareness to our
citizens, to prevent material and
spiritual losses, to raise awareness in
our society about the problems
experienced in traffic. He added,
noting the increasing traffic accidents,
awareness needs to be made in the
society about the prevention of traffic
accidents caused by the use of mobile
phones and to draw attention to this
sensitivity.
Everyone should comply with the
Traffic Rules.

GİBETSU starts new term workshop
Girne Municipality Theatre Studio
(GIBETSU), will be starting a new
term of workshops.
Those who want to participate in the
workshops to be held in the Girne
Municipality Cultural Centre will be
able to apply to the Public Relations
Department of Girne Municipality
until Friday 31st May. To apply for
the workshop group people must be
aged 20 and over. For application,
detailed information can be obtained

from the Cultural Affairs Department
of the Municipality, telephone 0392
815 2118 Extension 147 and 150
during working hours. After working
hours, you can call 0533 854 2050.
Girne Mayor Nidai Güngördü said
that the workshop is open to everyone
who is new to theatre, engaged in
theatre or would like to be involved.
Nidai Güngördü pointed out that a
civilized society can only be achieved
with the spread of art in every field.

7 Kocali Hürmüz will be staged in Girne
Girne Municipality Chamber Theatre
will be hosting the play 7 Kocalı
Hürmüz (7 Husbands for Hurmuz) to
be staged on 20th May by the
GİBETSU youth team.
Girne Municipal Theatre Studio
(GIBETSU), starts with the comedy
“7 Kocalı Hürmüz”, the Turkish
legendary story. The play will be free
of charge in the Kyrenia Municipality
Chamber Theatre and will take place
on Monday 20th May at 21:00. The
play was written by Sadik Şendil and
is directed by Girne Municipality
Youth and Children’s Theatre Team
Director İsmihan Yorgancı.
Girne Mayor Nidai Güngördü said
that they wanted to include young

people in the theatre as this
developed the ability to take
necessary responsibilities for urban
life and community life, transform
thought into action, think, interpret
and improve aesthetic perception
ability.
Nidai Güngördü stated that he is
proud of the work being done by the
GİBETSU Youth Team and he also

congratulated İsmihan Yorgancı and
the young people who contribute to
the theatre. Güngördü invites
everyone to the stage play to be
performed by young people.
What is the subject of the play?
Hürmüz, who lives in Taşkasap,
Istanbul in the Ottoman lands in the
late 1800s, had six husbands from
different professions in a plot to solve

her
economic
problems.
She
welcomes each husband one day a
week, pleases them and gets gifts
from them. However, she falls in love
with the town’s Doctor who she meets
at her husband’s Barber’s Shop and
he falls in love with her too. One
night all six husbands come to her at
the same time and Hürmüz find
herself in a series of awkward and yet
very funny situations.
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Event headed by Veysi Soyer in the Eaved House, Nicosia
Foundation and CVAR, the
beautiful museum and art activity
centre in Nicosia South.
It
reminded me that I must visit the
place again.

By Heidi Trautmann ....
www.heiditrautmann.com ....
‘The 4 Elements: Fire – Earth
- Air - Water'
YES, Veysi Soyer, the arts must
work together. Artists in all
disciplines
are
extensively
sensitized to all matters of life and
walking and working together will
be profitable to all of us, just as
the title of the exhibition suggests
… to exist and survive we need all
of the elements.
The exhibition was opened on
Saturday afternoon 3rd May at
16:00 hrs at the Eaved House, a
time of the day I personally prefer,
by HE Mustafa Akinci, after we
had been offered half an hour of
musical poetry performance with
the actor Ertaç Hazer and the
musician Dr. Levent Soyer on the
piano to the music of Deniz Soyer.

The courtyard of the charming
Eaved House was full with guests,
a good and interested audience.
The
artists
exhibiting
and
contributing were Veysi Soyer,
Rauf Ersenal, Tolga Özasil, Burcu
Karagöz, Evren Karagöz, Ertaç
Hazer, Mustafa Müezzinoğlu,
Emel Sefer, Elvan Şenkayalar, Dr.
Levent Soyer, Deniz Soyer, Aycan
Soyer, Iris Şenay Soyer.
Painting, Ceramic, Poetry, Music,
Recital,
Graphic
Design,
Photography, these disciplines
were not only on display and sort
of on stage, but the artists had
offered to hold workshops in their
art discipline for two days at the
Eaved House. I trust that the
workshops were well attended. To
share one’s expertise with students
belongs to one of the basic
principles of art because there is
always a new experience involved,
also for the sharer.
I hope that this event will
stimulate to organize this sort of
‘Open Doors’ for others who are
eager to learn from those who
know.

What a creative and artistic family
the Soyers are. I was told that the
performance had not been
rehearsed before, it was an
impromptu performance – very
dramatic. At the opening event
the third book written by Burcu
Karagöz ‘Touch of Sun’ was
presented and the author was
present to sign.
A special guest had come to the
event, Rita Severis of Rita Severis

Burcu Karagöz
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Nick Vye, Sanctuary
This week here is something a bit different,
a Ballad I have written entitled

The Ballad of a Searching Soul
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Ziyamet Special Needs School receives a generous donation
Introduction
Sheard ....

by

Margaret

We were recently asked about the
Esentepe Fun Run and Ramble
which prompted me to contact the
last Chairperson, Mary Watson.
Mary told me that unfortunately
when she, her husband Art and
Sue Steel decided they could no
longer
continue
organising
EFRAR and its events, there were
no volunteers willing to take on
the enormous task and sadly 2018
was the last EFRAR event.
However, Mary and Art Watson
have for many years been active in
fundraising for the Ziyamet
Special Needs School and in
recent years they have also been
associated with the group MAD
(Making a Difference) and they
still continue to do all they can for
the Ziyamet Special Needs
School. Following is information
from Mary about a generous
donation from the UK to this
school for very special children.

By Mary Watson ....
Another donation to help make a
difference.
The Making a Difference Group
(MAD) are delighted to receive a
donation of £5,000 from the Yusef
Foundation in the U.K. to support
the children of the Ziyamet Special
Needs School. The person who runs
the charity is well known to Adem
Bayram, one of the founders of
MAD, and appreciates the need to
support the children.
The current focus is on the
physiotherapist. We fund all of her
salary and have guaranteed her
employment for at least a year. The
difference she has made to the
children is amazing.
As they
become more mobile their skills and
confidence grow and one boy who
has never walked has recently taken
his first few steps. It not only helps
the children but also the parents
who are often single mothers or
have other children to care for.

A toy donation made to the school

We have a number of fundraising
events in the pipeline including the
annual Kumyali Walk, murder
mystery evening and table top sale
in August.
Supporting the children is also
about them having fun and we have
organized a picnic for them on
23rd May in conjunction with the
school.

We are really grateful to the Yusef
Foundation and all of our local
supporters.
We
have
included
some
photographs taken some years ago
when we had the pleasure of
visiting the school and a forest
picnic.
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Hope 4 Pets - News Update
Facebook post by Stephanie
Harrison-Croft 14th May.
Lovely to catch up with Bailey
again today who is still in the
kind foster hands of Chris
Parsisson, thank you.
In a few weeks Bailey will be
winging her way home to a
wonderful life in the UK with
Heidi. Thank you to all her
supporters with help and
donations too including the
lovely Kathy Ashton who has
helped us every step of the
way xxx

Facebook post by Emma Eminsoy 14th May
Picked up this little one from the road with cars passing over the top
of her, so lucky she wasn’t squashed.
Having a drip currently - she has an infection with pus coming from
her vagina.
If you would like to help with veterinary costs the details are
following:Links to donate are listed below:http://www.gofundme.com/f563ks
https://www.paypal.com/cgi-bin/webscr…
http://www.easyfundraising.org.uk/causes/hope4petsnc/…
UK bank account. BACS using sort code: 20-11-81, acc no:
23445542 Hope 4 Pets North cyprus
TRNC bank account. UBAN CT22136094310313040000000581
KUZEY KIBRIS HAYVANLAR ICIN UMUT DERNEGI
CREDITWEST CATALKOY
Thank you

Facebook post by Stephanie Harrison-Croft 13th May.
More dumped puppies I am guessing : (These two beautiful
puppies have been abandoned in Arapkoy. They are wandering
around lost and in despair)
If you know if they have owners or can home one or both of these
Husky cross beauties please contact either myself or Jeannie on
0533 849 1638 (before 8.00 pm)

MUSIC SCENE
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A weekend of diversity in high quality Live Music at The Soulist
By Roland Eyerich ....
Music lovers now know this great little
coffee house with live music - The
Soulist Coffee and Music House,
Alsancak.
Last weekend (10th/11th/12th May)
there was diversity and culture on offer
at the meeting place of different music
lovers. On Friday 11th, there was
Alternative / Heavy Rock with The
Ladderman from Larnaca, on Saturday
12th, Nu-Soul with the Paper Thieves
from Berlin / Germany and on Sunday
13th, the monthly Breakfast with Jazz
featuring the Jazz Trio - The Verigo.
Once again The Soulist has proven to
be the "Live Venue in Northern
Cyprus". Courageous, "The Soulist
Live" is on its way. Alper Cengiz has
the courage to bring new or different
genres of music into his music offer.
His cultural offer on the different
music genre is unique. 3 days of live
music - 3 different music genres on
offer ... Wow ... Even if some styles of
music are not accepted that way. Alper
dares.
For the young audience, the Friday
event was particularly hot. The band
The Ladderman came from Larnaca
with alternative and heavy rock in their
luggage. Their album "Not A Six" and
songs by Led Zeppelin and the Queens
of The Stone Age were performed. The
performance of the band around
Andreas Matheou on Guitars/Vocals,
Rolandis Lazides on Guitars, Stelios
Mosfiliotis
on
Bass,
Stefanos
Eliopoulos on Drums, was just great.
Thanks The Ladderman.

Saturday was dedicated to Nu-Soul.
A style of music that has its roots in
jazz and indie rock. For this event it
was possible to win the band "Paper
Thieves" from Berlin/ Germany. Hey
what
a
performance.
Great
performance and an audience that
appreciated this particular style of
music ... It was just different - no
jazz, no rock, it was music with the
roots in jazz, indie rock and of course
the roots of the band's countries of Above: Paper Thieves - l-r Candas, Eric, Leah / Below: with Alper and Roland
origin like Cyprus and New Zealand,
Usually a 5-piece band - they debuted
as a 3-piece band for their appearance
in The Soulist.
On bass Candas Erdener (Cyprus),
Guitar: Eric Wermke (Germany) and
piano and vocals Leah Christensen
(New Zealand).
Just a great
performance, which the audience
could have listened to again and
again.
Outstanding, was the
extraordinary voice from Leah
Christensen.
The group is from a former divided
country, Germany, and also a divided
city, Berlin. They will come again.
These musicians will be supporting
the Friends Across Borders event in
aid of Tulips (Help Those with
Cancer Association) so there will be a
reunion on 28th September. They are
part of the line up for the second day.
Thank you Candas, Eric and Leah.

program
was
smooth
jazz,
contemporary jazz, bossanova, swing,
jazz standards and some blues too. Of
course, there were also songs by Sade,
Antonio Carlos Jobim, Cole Porter,
Irving Berlin, Amy Winehouse, Nina
Simone, Etta James, Aretha Franklin
and Roberta Flack just to name a few.
This setting was just right and the
great "Soulist Jazz Buffet" could really
unfold.

Without this great buffet - no jazz
matinée with this high popularity
would be complete.
Advance
reservation is now necessary.
Responsible for this jazz buffet is
someone who is always in the
background - Adeleh Mozafari "chef
de cuisine". Her buffet and the
arrangement is the heart of Breakfast
with Jazz. This buffet is just the
"hammer".

The conclusion of the weekend was
the now traditional monthly (Sunday)
Breakfast with Jazz. The musical
framework for this matinee was The
Verigo. The Jazz Trio - Arda Baykurt
(drums), Zeliş Şenol (vocals), Ersen
Sururi (keyboard + midi bass). Their

The Ladderman l-r : Stefanos, Rolandis, Stelios, Andreas

Upcoming Events for the rest of May
15 Wednesday - Hot Club of Cyprus (Gypsy
Jazz)
17 Friday The Healers (Reggae)
18 Saturday Alper Cengiz & Friends
(Blues & Rock)
22 Wednesday - Lady M. Jazz Trio
25 Saturday Soul Stuff (from Istanbul)
26 Sunday Classical Concert with
Atakan Sari & Ahmet Evan
29 Wednesday - Lady M. Jazz Trio
31 Friday Alper Cengiz & Friends
(Blues & Rock)

Adeleh Mozafari
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Summer Serenade with the Kyrenia Chamber Choir
By Chris Elliott...

• Thursday 6th June at Antiphonitis
Church starting at 5.30 pm (limited
We are blessed in North Cyprus spaces available)
with lots of entertainment and events •
Suggested donations 100TL,
to go to and here we are focusing on includes a shuttle bus, champagne &
something very special.
canapes
The Kyrenia Chamber Choir have
arranged a super event called Reservations can be made by email to
"Summer Serenade" which is being kyreniachamberchoir@angelic.com
Directed by Iris Langford and
features Accompanist Rauf Kasimov In support of the churches and Kyrenia
and will be performed in 3 locations Chamber Choir.
in the weeks ahead.
Thursday 23rd May at St
•
Andrews Church, Kyrenia starting at
6.00pm.
• Suggested donation 50TL.
Saturday 1st June at Karmi
•
Church starting at 6.00pm.
• Suggested donation 50TL.

Girne roads will be closed for North Cyprus Rally
The North Cyprus Rally will be
held between 17-19 May with the
contribution of Girne Municipality.
The rally will start at Girne Marina
on May 17 at 20:00 and will
include the 1.2 km long Liman
Girne City Special Stage: at 20:45.
Due to the special stage in Girne
City, on the 16th of May from 19:
00 to 00.00 hours and 17th May
14: 00 to 00.00 hours; roads will be
closed to traffic from Rocks Hotel
front, Simit World, Dallas Buffet
front, Ersin Aydin Street, Turgut

Tahsin Street, Canbolat Street
(front of Bandabuliya), Efeler
Street, Kup Demir Sokak (Castle
road double archway) and Sertac
Savim Kalabey street.
The municipality car park opposite
the Rocks Hotel will be closed on
16-17-18 May.
Throughout the event, the drivers
and pedestrians are advised to
adhere to and follow traffic signs
and traffic cones
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GAU screened2019
filmNorthern
to increase
knowledge
Cyprus
Rally about AIDS
One of our readers alerted us to the
planned Northern Cyprus Rally and
so that local readers can follow the
events we are sharing in English
details that can be found on a
Turkish
language
website
https://kuzeykibrisrallisi.com/

This year, 44 vehicles will
compete in the Northern Cyprus
Rally, which is traditionally
organized every year and is the
most important motorsport event
of the Turkish Republic of
Northern Cyprus.

Gülgün Süt is the main sponsor of
last year's best organization award
and the Northern Cyprus Rally,
organized with the contribution of
TRNC Tourism Ministry, Sports
Department
and
Girne
Municipality, will be held between
17th-19th May.

35 vehicles will run all stages of
the Northern Cyprus Rally, while
9 vehicles will be on the special
stage held in Kyrenia on 17 May,
the opening day of the Rally.
For a taster, click on video link
shown at bottom of page :

Video Link : https://youtu.be/Ez8zYeDAj7I
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Film Therapy Workshop at Near East University
By Ahmet Abdulaziz ....
The Near East University recently
organised
a
film
Therapy
workshop at the Barrier-free
Cinema and Activity Centre
located in the Faculty of
Communication of NEU.
The workshop was conducted by
Kerem Kaban who is the only film
therapist of Turkey. Film Therapy
is a method used in supporting
cognitive-behavioural approaches
and used as a complementary
treatment
in
psychological
problems.
The therapy, while on the one hand
facilitates understanding the

E.M.U.
By Ahmet Abdulaziz ....
The women’s swimming team of
Eastern Mediterranean University
recently won the inter-university
swimming championship of TRNC.
There were 6 universities which
participated in the competition.
EMU women’s swimming team
athlete Dilahan Tezel broke the 200
meter short course medley TRNC
record.

cognitive structure of a person
with stories, myths, jokes, and
movies that use metaphors similar
to dreams, on the other hand helps
to repair the missing parts of an
individual by imitating the
behaviour followed in the film.
Kerem Kaban, Yaşar University
faculty member and film therapist,
met the disabled individuals as
part of the workshop.
Individuals participating in the
therapy,
recorded
scenarios
written by them with camera
during 3 days with Kerem Kaban.
Records made during the activity
will be shared in the following
days.

EMU 24th Spring Festival
The 24th Spring Festival, which is
traditionally held in May every
year, creates an enthusiastic
environment on campus with the
participation of students studying
at the Eastern Mediterranean
University. The Spring Festival
organized by the Vice-Rector of
Social and Cultural Affairs,
Student Clubs, Student Council,
Student Activity Centre and all
units of the University will be held
on 15th to 18th May and will bring
vitality, excitement and colour to
the university before the end of the
term and before the final exams
begin.
Students'
Clubs
have
the
opportunity
to
share
their
preparations during the year.
Scenes where different types of
performing arts are exhibited are
among the places where students
and visitors come from. Moreover,
they are the centre of attraction
because different products are sold
in the stands they open.

During the Spring Festival, music
groups, artists, academicians, and
journalists are invited to create an
opportunity for students to follow
different cultural and social
activities.

The rich content of the festival is
not only a memorable moment for
the students, but also gives them
the opportunity to recognize
different people and enable them to
relax.

OPINION
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I can hear a Symphony

By Peri Sualp...
Last month I was invited to perform
with the Presidential Symphony
Orchestra for the 23rd April National
Sovereignty and Children’s Day.
You cannot imagine how honoured I
was to be invited to sing in such an
important event and how excited I was
to perform with such a prestigious
SYMPHONY ORCHESTRA!
I have been on stage here in Cyprus
and abroad since I was 9 years old,
performing Broadway and Disney
musicals
and
classical
songs,
sometimes for school performances,
sometimes
for
charity
events,
sometimes in full shows and other
events. However, I had never felt so
much excitement before - not even on
my first stage performance for
singing. It was like a full adventure for
me. It began from the choices of what
songs to sing, I finally chose “My
Favourite Things” from the “Sound of
Music” and “Colours of the Wind”
from Disney’s “Pocahontas”. Then I
had a pre-rehearsal with the Chief
Conductor
of
the
Presidential
Symphony Orchestra, Ali Hoca. I
cannot thank him enough for
arranging my choice of songs for the
Symphony Orchestra to play, I am
sure he dedicated so much of his time
doing this and I truly appreciate his
efforts for me.
Then it was the real rehearsal with the
Symphony Orchestra. I can’t describe
my excitement on that particular day.
I had performed with many
instruments before; piano, violin,
flute, cello - sometimes all these
instruments together sometimes one or

two of them together and sometimes
only solo piano, but I had never sung
with a whole orchestra before. How
was it going to be? Would I sound ok?
Would I be successful? Lots of
questions were running through my
mind. I am really thankful to
concertmaster Nihat Agdac for his tips
and comforting words before I start
singing.
When the time came for me to sing, I
started to sing my song with joy and
excitement and it flowed like a river. I
felt as if I was flying over the clouds. I
can’t remember any other time that I
felt so much IN the song. As if I was
the song myself. I felt the music in
me, even in all my molecules and I
became ONE with the music played
by the orchestra. It was fabulous from
the first try that we didn’t even have to
repeat. Another person that I feel most
grateful to in my invitation to sing
with the Symphony Orchestra was the
Coordinator of the Presidential
Symphony Orchestra, Mustafa Kofali,
came
and
hugged
me
and
congratulated me on my performance.
After that I left all my questions and
worries aside. As I was relieved, the
other rehearsals before the concert
went perfectly as well.

The 23rd April special concert of the
Presidential Symphony Orchestra
took place on two different dates and
in two different places. On the 18th
April 2019, Near East University
Culture and Congress Center and on
the 19th April 2019, Rauf Raif
Denktaş Culture Center in Magusa.
There were other soloists who were
invited to perform. Suna Alsancak and
Ozel Gunhanlar performed on piano. I
am sure that both will be great concert
pianists one day. Efe Sagiroglulari
performed with a xylophone. He was
fantastic, I am pretty sure that we are
going to hear his name a lot for
percussion in the future. I soon
became friends backstage with these
super talented kids and I wish a bright
future for all three of them.
As well as the soloists, the very
talented Lefkosa Fine Arts School
choir also took the stage conducted by
Ipek Kiranbay. The performance of
the choir was really amazing.
Everyone was impressed with their
choice of songs and the quality of
performance. I congratulate Ms
Kiranbay and her successful students.
Then came the first concert day, I was
fully prepared with all my soul and
talent and appearance to go on stage.
My turn came and there I was on the
stage... performing... with the
Symphony Orchestra... to the most
respectable audience of North Cyprus.
I never wanted that moment to end. It
was as if I was the centre of the
universe... and the applause... the
reward of all your efforts and hard
work for many years... it was surely a
moment to remember in my life.

Both concerts were a full house with
the audience and there were
dignitaries from the military forces
and the government. President Mr
Akinci and his lovely wife also
attended. My supporting family and
friends were there too. Most
importantly my mentor and teacher
who has trained me up till now and
led me to experience such an
important event, Dr. Demetra George
Mustafaoğlu was there with her
husband. She had changed her
America flight tickets to an earlier
date in order to be by my side at this
special event. My appreciation cannot
be shown in words. I have to mention
two other persons whom I would most
probably never survive without. My
mum, my life - obviously! and Hatice
Salih Kerimgil who is always there
for me, even backstage helping me
out.
I have to thank many other people
who appreciate and support me in my
journey of becoming a professional in
musical singing. I hope I can manage
to be a recognized performer one day
and make all those who have
supported me and my country proud.
I’d like to finish my article with an
African proverb which my mum
keeps saying: “It takes a village to
raise a child!"

ll-r : Peri Sualp, Suna Alsancak, Nihat Agdac, Efe
Sagiroglulari, Ozel Gunhanlar, Ali Hoca
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The Foreign Residents in TRNC (TFR)
We are pleased to bring you news
of 2 forthcoming events of The
Foreign Residents in TRNC (TFR)
and a review of a recent trip of
TFR members.
By Pamela Tschersich ....
Planned events for June
June 5th - Trip to Soli, Vouni
Palace. Lunch at The Erson
Hocanin
Organic
Farm
at
Yesilirmak. 120TL.
9.30a.m
Leaving
Lemar,
Alsancak picking up along the
usual route to Karsiyaka Square.
We will stop for coffee before
visiting the historical site of Soli,
plus Vouni Palace. This historical
site is situated overlooking the sea
with the most amazing panoramic
views.
Finally we head to Erson Hocanin
Organic Farm to enjoy lunch
comprising of a very extensive
Meze plus a meal of Chicken or
lamb...please state choice when
booking this event. The farm
grown produce will be available to
purchase on the day ... usually it is
sent straight to the shops but they
have agreed to have some produce
available to purchase.
The cost of this event is inclusive
of coach transfer, lunch and
museum entrance.

June 21st - Midsummer Night –
90TL

Review - Trip to Caves and
Miniature Village

residents having lived here many
years unaware of its existence!

Once again we are sharing the
Nordic tradition of Midsummer
Night. An enjoyable evening
getting together to eat, drink and
enjoy a few games. What better
than going to the Carette Restaurant
situated on the beach at Akdeniz.

A full coach left Karşıyaka
heading for the Caves and
Miniature Village near Tatlisu,
another TFR Adventure was on
the horizon (2 in one week!!).

From there we headed to the
Tatlisu Belediyesi Restaurant,
which was quite unprepared for
us. The Boss who had sat and
conversed with Horst and I for
some reason only known to
himself thought that we were
going to eat in his other restaurant
in Famagusta. Why in heavens
name does one sit in one
restaurant and negotiate a deal for
eating somewhere else, and I still
haven’t got a clue where?

We will travel by coach leaving the
Alsancak Lemar car park at 5.30pm
travelling west, picking up along
the route towards Karsiyaka Square,
to enjoy the sunset on the beach!
The buffet consists of the usual
meze plus fish, chicken kofta &
calamari plus vegetarian options.
The price is inclusive of coach and
food.
If you are interested in these events
please email or phone me directly
pam.tsch17@yahoo.com or ring
0533 866 3564.

The caves were reached safely by
our
superb
driver
Kasim,
negotiating his large coach around
the twists and turns leading up to
the cave car park. All was well so
far, not everyone was able to enter
the caves because of the narrow
slips plus some of the paths into
the caves were deemed too
slippery for people with restricted
walking,
but for those who
ventured in, it was found to be
very interesting and quite different
to your every day excursion!!
From there we headed to the
Miniature Village, yet again an
interesting site with models of
famous landmarks laid out for
easy viewing, again members
found this site to be interesting
with comments from long time

The staff rallied very quickly
presenting the required meals,
members were as usual their
lovely selves giving me the usual
support of a hiccup beyond my
control, all helped with liquid
refreshment to ease the pain.
Consensus was - all in all another
lovely day in Cyprus, plenty of
sun, lovely scenery, lovely
ambiance, plus lovely company.
Thank you members for your
continual support!
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North Cyprus Events Calendar
18th May to 6th June 2019
A list of events you can look forward to in North Cyprus. For those charity fund-raisers, venues etc. who would like to include an event in the
Weekly Events Calendar, contact Chris or Margaret at cyprusscene.com.
The Events Calendar is published on cyprusscene.com website every week on Thursday so please try to submit information you would like to
be included by Wednesday each week.
Susie, followed by Karaoke at the Balti House, Esentepe 30th May – Thursday - Quiz of the Week with
at 8pm. 5TL per person. 2-course quiz menu 40TL. To Susie, followed by Karaoke at the Balti House,
Esentepe at 8pm. 5TL per person. 2-course quiz
book call 0542 889 3034.
menu 40TL. To book call 0542 889 3034.

17th May – Friday - Bingo at Charlie’s Bar,
Esentepe at 8.30pm.

23rd May – Thursday - Classic film event at The Food
Lodge in Catalkoy in association with the DVD Shop,
Catalkoy. Starting at 5pm you can enjoy Our Man in
Havana (1959). 15TL for the film, a soft drink and
popcorn. Reservations must be made - call 0533 839
8764

30th May – Thursday - Classic film event at The
Food Lodge in Catalkoy in association with the
DVD Shop, Catalkoy. Starting at 5pm you can
enjoy Ratatouille (2007). 15TL for the film, a soft
drink and popcorn. Reservations must be made
- call 0533 839 8764.

23rd May – Thursday - Kyrenia Chamber Choir
present Summer Serenade at St Andrew’s Church, Girne 31st May – Friday - The Royal British Legion
17th May – Friday - The Soulist Coffee and Music
at 6pm. Directed by Iris Langford and with accompanist will be holding a Summer Poppy Gala Night at the
House, Alsancak present The Healers (Reggae)
Ottoman Savoy Hotel, Girne. 7pm with show at
Rauf Kasimov. Suggested donation 50TL.
starting at 9.30pm. Entrance 35TL.
9pm. 4-course dinner with unlimited drinks. £50
24th May – Friday - Bingo at Charlie’s Bar, Esentepe per person (£45 per person for table of 10).
18th May – Saturday - The Soulist Coffee and
Entertainment by Destiny Michelle, international
at 8.30pm.
Music House, Alsancak present Alper Cengiiz &
female vocalist and judge on BBC1 talent show
Friends (Blues/Rock) starting at 9.30pm. Entrance
24th May – Friday - The Soulist Coffee and Music “All Together Now”.
35TL.
House, Alsancak present The Verigo (Pop/Rock)
31st May – Friday - Bingo at Charlie’s Bar,
starting at 9.30pm. Entrance 35TL.
18th May – Saturday – Football :
Esentepe at 8.30pm.
Magüsa Türk Gücü v Yenicamı (Kibris Cup Final)
24th May – Friday - Black Olive Cafe, Alsancak will
at 20 Temmuz Mete Adanır Stadium, Girne. Kick
be having a James Bond & Spy Quiz starting at 7pm. In 31st May – Friday - The Soulist Coffee and
off 7pm.
aid of the Taskent Nature Park. 45TL for supper and Music House, Alsancak present Alper Cengiz &
Akdeniz v Sadrazam Kayalar (BTM) at Ergin
quiz (10TL to the Nature Park). To book teams contact Friends (Blues/Rock) starting at 9.30pm. Entrance
Şahdur Stadı, Karsiyaka. Kick off 4.30pm.
35TL.
Vicki on 0533 835 5133.
Tatlısu Seracılar v 1461 Iskele Trabzonspor (BTM)
at Rauf Raıf Denktaş Stadı, Tatlisu. KO 4.30pm
25th May – Saturday - The Soulist Coffee and Music 1st June – Saturday - Kyrenia Chamber Choir
House, Alsancak present Soul Stuff – from Istanbul present Summer Serenade at Karmi Church, at
19th May – Sunday - Bikers, Burgers & Beer
6pm. Directed by Iris Langford with accompanist
(Soul) starting at 9.30pm. Entrance 35TL.
- Motor Cycle Festival at the Corner House,
Rauf Kasimov. Suggested donation 50TL.
Ozankoy starting at 1pm. Music from Serdar
26th May – Sunday - The Soulist Coffee and Music
Tuksal. Call 0533 845 3465.
House, Alsancak present a Classical Concert starting at 2nd June – Sunday - Art exhibition by James
Smile at The Grease Monkey, Catalkoy starting at
7pm (doors open 6.30pm). Entrance 40TL.
19th May – Sunday - Car Boot Sale for Hope 4
2pm. There will be a short talk about technique,
Pets, outside Tim’s Cafe/Bar, Ozankoy, starting at
27th May – Monday - Friends of the TRNC keeping art alive and local. Food available. To
11am. 20TL per car. A chance to fill your car boot
Emergency Services (112) will be holding their monthly book a table call 0533 883 1897.
with unwanted items and sell them to help Hope 4
quiz at the Black Olive Cafe, Alsancak. 25TL. Please
Pets.
book with Vicki 0533 835 5133. Supper available or 5th and 6th June - Lefke Walnut Festival. 5th
June 2pm to 11pm. 6th June 10am to 11pm.
you can just attend the quiz – 10TL.
19th May – Sunday – Football :
Civisil v Karadeniz 61 (BTM) at Cumhuriyet
29th May – Wednesday - The Soulist Coffee and 6th June – Thursday - Kyrenia Chamber Choir
Stadium, Iskele. Kick off 4.30pm.
Music House, Alsancak present Lady M Jazz Trio (Jazz) present Summer Serenade at Antiphonitis Church,
Esentepe at 5.30pm (limited spaces available).
starting at 9.30pm. Entrance 25TL.
22nd May – Wednesday - The Soulist Coffee and
Suggested donation 100TL, includes a shuttle bus
Music House, Alsancak present Lady M Jazz Trio
30th May – Thursday - Black Olive Cafe, Alsancak from Esentepe football ground (leaving 4:45pm
(Jazz) starting at 9.30pm. Entrance 25TL.
will be having a Market and Spanish Night 5pm to and 5:15pm) champagne & canapés. Directed by
Iris Langford with accompanist Rauf Kasimov.
8pm. For more information call 0533 835 5133.
23rd May – Thursday - Quiz of the Week with
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CyprusScene : Sudoku
Grid No. 153

Grid No. 154

Answers on page 27 - No cheating!
Sea Breeze Restaurant - amazing amount for defibrillator appeal
Readers mail
From Saberich....
On 11th May at Sea Breeze
Restaurant the sum of 4,375TL
was raised, in aid of the Küçük
Erenköy, Tatlısu and Esentepe
Defibrillators.

This means that all of the "pads"
that will need replacing in October
can now be done.

A big "thank you" to Claire Lamb
and all volunteer helpers in raising
this fabulous amount.

essential cause. Also a thank you to
Claire and Mehmet in helping the
day to go smoothly.

The remaining balance will go
towards replacing the "batteries"
that needs to be carried out next
year.

Thank you to all that came along
to support this worthy and

From the AED team

A lovely view from the Sea Breeze Restaurant
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17th to 23rd May 2019

NORTH CYPRUS CHEMIST ROTA
18th May – Saturday
Dünya Eczanesi, Salıh Miroğlu Cad. Girne. Tel: 815 0009
Ömrüm Eczanesi, Karaoğlanoğlu (Tempo). Tel: 822 2287
19th May – Sunday
Nürçag Eczanesi, Şht Dursun Özsaraç Sokak Gırne. Tel: 815 1025
Pinar Keklik Eczanesi, Karaoğlanoğlu Cad, Alsancak. Tel: 821 3077
20th May – Monday
Ayşen Altan Eczanesi, Mareşal Fevzi Çakmak Cad Lapta.
Tel: 0533 858 5208
Küçük Eczanesi, Canbulat Sokak, Gırne. Tel: 815 3626 / 815 6340
21st May – Tuesday
Güven Eczanesi, Salıh Mıroğlu Cad. Gırne. Tel: 815 2409
Arkan Adişanli Eczanesi, Hz Omer Cad. Dedekorkut Plaza, Karakum.
Tel: 815 2062

22nd May – Wednesday
Eminağa Eczanesi, Ziya Rızkı Cad. Gırne. Tel: 815 2248
Erdoğan Ozikiz Eczanesi, Karaoğlanoğlu Cad. Karaoğlanoğlu.
Tel: 0548 870 8442
23rd May – Thursday
Kandil Eczanesi, Karaoğlanoğlu Cad (GAU/Chicken Planet).
Tel: 822 3842
Karpuzolu Eczanesi, Uğur Miroğlu Cad. Karakum. Tel: 816 1230
24th May – Friday
Öncel Mahmutoğlu Eczanesi, Ecevit Cad. Girne. Tel: 815 0850
Setenay Bebgisu Eczanesi, Semıh Sancar Sokak, Doğankoy.
Tel: 816 0082
25th May – Saturday
Gündal Eczanesi, Iskenderum Cad. Karakum. Tel: 816 0543
Önal Aktolga Eczanesi, Karaoğlanoğlu Cad. Karaoglanoglu.
Tel: 822 4142

Duty Chemists for the Girne - Alsancak - Lapta areas
Chemist Opening Hours
From 13th May 2019 - Monday to Friday opening hours 8am - 1pm / 3pm - 7pm and
Saturdays 8am - 1.30pm. Duty chemists 8am to 2am.

Emergency Telephone Numbers
mobile numbers are prefixed 0533 or 0542 or 0548
landline numbers are prefixed 0392
POLICE
Emergencies
General
Girne
Lefkosa
Gazi Mağusa
Guzelyurt
Lapta

155
228 3411
815 2125
228 3311
366 5310
714 2140
821 8512

FIRE
Emergencies
Forest Fire
Girne
Lefkosa
Gazi Mağusa
Guzelyurt

199
177
815 2111
227 1259
366 5389
714 2200

AMBULANCE
Emergencies

112

HOSPITAL
Girne
Lefkoşa
Gazi Mağusa
Güzelyurt

8152266/815 2254
228 5441;
3662876/3665328
714 2125

ELECTRICITY
Electrical faults
Lefkoşa
Girne
Gazi Mağusa
Güzelyurt

188
225 3436
815 2223
366 5514
714 2122

WATER
Water problems:
Lefkoşa
Girne
Gazi Mağusa
Güzelyurt

228 3315
815 2118
366 4483
714 3516

Kyrenia Weather (from 16th May 2019)
10-day Forecast

SUDOKU & LOCAL NEWS
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Here are the answers to Sudoku on page 25
GRID No. 153

GRID No. 154

How did you do?
Badminton Federation special “Mother’s Day” event
By Ahmet Abdulaziz ....
The TRNC Badminton Federation
organised a special social activity
related to “Mother’s Day”, on
Sunday 12th May 2019.
was the third time that the
Federation organised such a social
activity, where the mothers of the
badminton loving youngsters also
played along with their children.
“I team with my Mom” was the
slogan for the day.
The event not only exhibited the
mother and child bond, but at the
same time helped in popularising
badminton among the adults. The
mothers in particular found it a

great opportunity to test themselves
in the badminton courts.
At the end of the event prizes were
distributed to the winners.

CyprusScene.com

The Leisure Line
Be in the Spotlight!

Billy J Redif Birthday Bash at Rafters
Pictures courtesy of Abbas at Rafters

Would you like your event pictures shown in our
Leisure Line. Please email them with a description
and phone number to:
kyreniacommentator@cyprusscene.com
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In the Spotlight!
Billy J Redif Birthday Bash at Rafters
Pictures courtesy of Abbas at Rafters and Pam Schofield

LEISURE LINE
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In the Spotlight!
Paradise Holiday Bungalows, Kyrenia
Pictures courtesy of Engin Dervish
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Football Fixtures for 18/19 May
By Richard Beale ...
The "big match" is on Saturday, kick
off 7-00pm the KIBRIS CUP FINAL,
between the 2019 Super League
Champions MAĞUSA TÜRK GÜCÜ
and runners up YENİCAMI. The two
best teams in the TRNC, deadly
rivals, should be fireworks!
The season has virtually finished now,
but saying that the BTM League 2
will be still playing for the next 6
weeks. This League consists of
mainly "country teams" many that are
not near expat locations.
The K-Pet Super League relegation
and League promotion "playoffs" are
taking place on May 15/19 and 23rd.
However, the Football Federation
give limited time in announcing
fixtures, locations and when these
matches are taking place. For our
weekly enewspaper this then causes
us problems and below are the
matches that we know of at the time
of publishing

BTM = BTM League 2 CUP = KIBRIS CUP FINAL

PLACE

DATE

L

GIRNE
20 Temmuz Mete Adanır Stadium Sat May 18 CUP
ISKELE
Cumhuriyet Stadium
``
KARŞIYAKA
Ergin Şahdur Stadı
TATLISU
Rauf Raıf Denktaş Stadı

MATCH

Magüsa Türk Gücü v Yenicamı
CUP FINAL

ko 7.00pm KIBRIS

Sun May 19 BTM

Civisil v Karadeniz 61 ko 4.30pm

Sat May 18 BTM

Akdeniz v Sadrazam Kayalar ko 4.30pm

Sat May 18 BTM

Tatlısu Seracılar v 1461 Iskele Trabzonspor ko 4.30pm

Promotion and Relegation play off results
By Richard Beale ...
.
Below are the results and tables of the first promotion and relegation matches played on Wednesday May 15th.
If you are wondering how the point system is worked out, apparently it is half the number of points that the team finished on in the League.
So Ozanköy finished on 60 points half that is 30 plus 3 for their win against Akova = 33. Complicated Yes but this is Cyprus!
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Happy
are Junior!
here,
Again
and
Again
Football
Results
and League
Tables
for
Junior,days
Junior,
Esentepe
Win!
Final Weekend of the Season

By Richard Beale ....
Result : Esentepe KKSK 4 Genclik Gucu TSK 1
By Richard Beale ..
Result :Esentepe KKSK 2 BAF Ülkü Yurdu 0
A brace of goals by Esentepe
Saturday
February 9, 2019
: KNigerian
By Richard winger
Beale... EFOSA
Pet
Super made
League
: Esentepe
FRANCIS
it 6 points
out of
Erdal
6 andBarut
lifted Stadium.
Esentepe out of the
The final round of League matches have been played and the results and tables are shown here
automatic relegation places into
Yes
I am not
an
14th position,
theirdreaming,
highest since
Esentepe
win of
at last
long
last and 4
mid October
year.
goals scored as well, thanks to a
Junior
firstUnder
half hat
trick winning
and a first
With the
21 team
as
goal
senior it's
levelain very
the second
well,at again
happy
half
for youngster
Mustafa
Günlü.on
Esentepe
Village,
smiles
JUNIOR in action and left celebrating a goal with teammate ÜĞURCAN
peoples faces and believe it or not
Esentepe
who have suffered a when JUNIOR started the move
the sun is out!
both teams looked likely to score 81 mins : Junior accepting and
harrowing season took out all their and finished it. The Cameroon
holding the ball found Sane in the
any time they attacked.
frustrations
on
Lefkoşa
based
team
It was a very confident team International picked the ball up
G Gücü box he simply squared the
Esentepe
on
the
attack
with
JUNIOR
(left
photo)
and
KAAN
(righttophoto)
Gençlik
Gücü
which
was
performance by Esentepe who had beating a couple of players before
an unmarked
30 mins : Esentepe missed another ball across
undoubtedly
their
best
performance
plenty of possession and at times it passing to Sane who it turn found
golden opportunity to increase MUSTAFA GÜNLÜ on as a
Nigerian
forward
to
only
two
55 mins : Esentepe Vurkan who ball leaving EFOSA FRANCIS a
of
the
season.
This
was
a
must
win
was like watching Manchester City Kaan on the left, the wingers
their lead when Kaan on the left replacement who shot home, to
chances.
was having a magnificent match, clear run at goal and he buried his
game
for Esentepe
they did
it measured
play (well
maybe I and
am getting
a bit
across to the far post
brilliantly beat his marker before record his first ever goal for the
broke up a BUY attack and made shot into the net. 2-0
in
style and
they as
have
climbed
carried
away)
thenow
team
were found JUNIOR again who slid the
sending over a perfect cross to the first team. 4-1
progress forward before finding
MATCH NOTES :
to
bottomthe
but ball
one around
in the League.
In ball
stroking
as if they
hovering Junior but the striker
home. 1-0
Junior on his right. The Cameroon 90 mins : Ahmet almost got onto
last
are Girne
Halk Evi who
wereplace
the league
leaders.
headed wide.
90 +2 mins : G. Gücü almost
4 mins : Hafiz was put through striker looked up and sent an angle the scoresheet himself playing a 1Esentepe face away next Saturday, 14
pulled a goal back in the dying
mins : Unbelievably Esentepe
inside the Esentepe box, but before drive that flew just over the bar.
2 with Efosa, he got in a shot that
what
dog fight
that(BUY)
will be.were a scored
Baf aÜlkü
Yurdu
35 mins : G. Gücü pulled a goal seconds when Debola outstripped
again immediately after
he could get a shot away he was
was deflected just wide of the
disappointment, they I understand G.Gücü
back direct from a free kick taken Muhammed and put over a perfect
lost the ball from the kick
thwarted by a Mustafa Kilic 65 mins: BUY had their best goal.
After
times last
have scoring
had 6some
“in weekend
house” off,
by PRINCE BOATENG wide on cross to Prince Boateng who
again Junior was involved in
challenge.
chance of the match to equalise
Gençlik
showedwith
whyseveral
they the
problemsGücü
this week,
his left. His kick went in at the somehow managed to scoop his
start of the move he passed to
when Hasan Bucak made a good FULL TIME SCORE: 2-0
are
a verystaging
inconsistent
team this
players
a boycott
and Sane, who in turn passed to
near post, maybe young Esentepe shot over the bar from a few yards
8 mins : Esentepe hit the woodwork run down the left and sent over a
season.
areI think
a “Jekyll
and Hüseyin
missing They
training.
the Coach
goalkeeper Onur could have done out to sum up G Gücü day.
who sent a long ball into
when a free kick from Mahmut nice cross that Mustafa Kiliç just SUMMING UP : Well done
Hyde”
team, on
can the
was unable
to their
field day
his they
strongest
visitors goal area, which was
better preventing the goal. 2-1
found
the
head
of
teenager
Şükrü
got the faintest of touches to that team, well done Coach Hüseyin,
beat
anybody,
but
when
they
not
team, BUY were there for the headed in by JUNIOR who had
FULL TIME SCORE : 4-1
whose
header
deflected
off
a
prevented
Hafiz
the
opportunity
of
two
successive wins have installed
on
their
game
they
are
bad.
Luckily
taking an Esentepe took full kept on running into the box. 2-0.
42 mins : Esentepe increased their
defender and bounced onto the a header. The tall Nigerian confidence into the team. The
for
Esentepe
advantage
of“Mr
this.Hyde” turned up,
lead when they were awarded a SUMMING UP : GOALS,
BUY post before being cleared.
recovered the ball and with Onur team have proved they ain't going
they were not at the races today.
free kick on the left, Kaan simply SMILES, GOALS SMILES
25 mins : Esentepe Nigerian
the Esentepe goalkeeper coming to roll over in this tough league,
Esentepe gambled on the fitness of winger Efosa set upon a run on the
squared the ball to JUNIOR
out to narrow the angle he shot they are nobody's whipping boys.
HALF TIME SCORE : 0-0
MATCH
NOTES
their leading
goalscorer Junior who right
standing outside the area, he sent Of course JUNIOR was “ Man of
putting over a low cross that
over the bar from a good position.
has
a
hamstring
problem, Sane hit wide from a great position.
in a low shot that beat the diving the Match”. Sane and Kaan in
5understandably
mins : A long
he ball
wasout
not ofat the
his 49 mins : Esentepe were rewarded Dağman to complete his hat trick.
midfield for Esentepe had their
for their enterprising display when 87 mins : Esentepe made the game
G.Gücü
defence
sharpest, but
appearsfound
to havetheir
got 26
best match of the season for
mins : G.Gücü hit the bar
they took the lead with a marvellous safe with another well worked
dangerman
Ongun
the following
through the Öngür
match with
anyon
further
Esentepe. In defence Şahin put in
HALF TIME SCORE : 3-1
an Ocran corner to the
engineered goal. Kaan on the right, goal. Ahmet who had been
left,
the prolific striker outstripped far
damage.
a real Captain’s performance aided
post that İltaç managed to
did a clever back heel to the prominent in midfield since
Mustafa Kiliç and got in a shot that connect
Quite rightly so in the second half by Uğurcan who defended,
with the ball but saw his
overlapping Mahmut who sent over coming on in the 78th minute, won
Esentepe
youngof the
keeper
Onur shot
Little was seen
BUY attack
Esentepe were quite content to attacked and was all over the
hit the bar and Esentepe
a beautiful laden cross finding the ball in midfield and passed
managed
for4ins
a managed
which wastoledpush
by theround
giant 6ft
defend deep and rely on pitch.
to scramble the ball
EFOSA FRANCIS who sent a forward to Şükrü, who for one so
corner
Hafiz, an Esentepe defence well away.
breakaways it was up to G. Gücü
young
showed
marvellous
marshalled by Mustafa Kiliç and bullet header into the net. 1-0.
Celebration Time!
to take up the initiative which they
judgement by stepping over the
: Esentepe
took the
13
minsSungur
Hasan
restricted
the lead
failed to do.
It was thrilling end to end stuff
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TatlisuJunior!
on the Slide!
Junior, Junior,
Esentepe Win!
By Richard Beale...

Result : Esentepe KKSK 4 Genclik Gucu TSK 1

By Richard Beale ..

Result : Ötüken Tkosk 3 Tatlisu Seracilar SK 0

Sunday, May 12: BTM League
Group
5 : Ötüken
Sahası
Saturday
February
9, 2019 : K-

Pet Super League : Esentepe

Tatlısu suffered their third successive
Erdal Barut Stadium.
defeat and were no match for an
Ötüken side who adapted to the
Yes I am not dreaming, an
conditions better on their home patch.

Esentepe win at long last and 4
goals scored
asyou
well,
to aa
Where
is Ötüken
maythanks
ask, it was
Junior
first
hatthis
trick
and avillage
first
first
visit
forhalf
me to
country
goal atis senior
in theIskele
second
which
roughlylevel
in between
and
Famagusta.
half for youngster Mustafa Günlü.
Yes,
it waswho
a little
bit suffered
of a culture
Esentepe
have
a
shock,
the
surface
turned
out
to
be
harrowing season took out all theirof
dried soil/ gravel/ weeds and dust! One
frustrations on Lefkoşa based team
Stand offered protection from the warm
Gençlik
Gücü
which
was
sun, more importantly, they had a little
undoubtedly
best
performance
stall
that was their
selling
lamb
kebab and
of the ice
season.
was(not
a must
win
really
cold This
drinks
alcohol!).
game
for and
Esentepe
and down
they did
The
kebab
water went
wellitat
in style
half
time.and they have now climbed

to bottom but one in the League. In
Ötüken
areare
used
to playing
this
last place
Girne
Halk Evionwho
surface,
Tatlisu
a disadvantage.
Esentepe
face were
awayatnext
Saturday,
On
this
type
of
surface
you
encounter
what a dog fight that will be.
uneven bounce, accurate passing is a
No No and with a stiff breeze blowing
After scoring 6 times last weekend
down the pitch that didn't help as well.

Gençlik Gücü showed why they
are a very
inconsistent
team this
Ötüken
dominated
the opening
20
season.
They
are
a
“Jekyll
and
minutes, creating a couple of chances.
Hyde”best
team,
on theircame
day in
they
Their
opportunity
the can
17th
beat anybody,
butgood
whenwork
theyonnot
minute
when after
the
right
by Mehmet
Buram
putting
over a
on their
game they
are bad.
Luckily
perfect
cross “Mr
Hürkan
volleyed
for Esentepe
Hyde”
turned over
up,
from
a
good
position.
they were not at the races today.
MATCH NOTES

JUNIOR in action and left celebrating a goal with teammate ÜĞURCAN
when JUNIOR started the move
and finished it. The Cameroon
International picked the ball up
beating a couple of players before
passing to Sane who it turn found
It
took Tatlısu
minutes
create a
Kaan
on the23left,
the towingers
chance
whenacross
Musa sent
in a far
low post
drive
measured
to the
from outside the box that the Ötüken
found JUNIOR again who slid the
goalkeeper Adem dived and pushed the
ball home. 1-0
shot away for a corner.

: Unbelievably
Esentepe
14 mins
Tatlısu
Ramazan
put in a hopeful
shot
scored
again
immediately
after
that brought Adem to his knees.
G.Gücü lost the ball from the kick
off,injury
againtime
Junior
in
In
of thewas
firstinvolved
half Ötüken
scored
from
a free
kick taken
the startdirect
of the
move
he passed
to
near
left in
touchline
by HAŞİM
Sane,thewho
turn passed
to
BÖLEL
beating
Sinan
in
the
Tatlısu
Hüseyin who sent a long ball into
goal.
the visitors goal area, which was
headed in by JUNIOR who had
HALF TIME : 1-0
kept on running into the box. 2-0.
25 mins : Esentepe Nigerian
winger Efosa set upon a run on the
right putting over a low cross that
Sane hit wide from a great position.

5 mins : A long ball out of the
G.Gücü defence found their
dangerman Öngür Ongun on the
left, the prolific striker outstripped
Mustafa Kiliç and got in a shot that
Esentepe young keeper Onur
managed to push round for a
corner

26 mins : G.Gücü hit the bar
following an Ocran corner to the
far post that İltaç managed to
connect with the ball but saw his
shot hit the bar and Esentepe
managed to scramble the ball
away.

13 mins : Esentepe took the lead

It was thrilling end to end stuff

both teams looked likely to score
any time they attacked.

81 mins : Junior accepting and
holding the ball found Sane in the
G Gücü box he simply squared the
ball across to an unmarked
MUSTAFA GÜNLÜ on as a
replacement
who came
shot to
home,
to
The
nearest Tatlısu
scoring
was
whenhis
Ramazan
triedgoal
a shot
record
first ever
forfrom
the
30firstyards
4-1 grazed the Ötüken
team.that

30 mins : Esentepe missed another
golden opportunity to increase
Tatlısu
were
when
their lead
whenrocked
Kaan on
the they
left
conceded
an
early
second
goal
in
the
brilliantly beat his marker before
55th
minute.
A
cross
from
the
right
sending over a perfect cross to the
was met by ÇAĞAN SÖZGEN, his crossbar.
hovering Junior but the striker
first effort was blocked by Hakan but
90 +2 mins : G. Gücü almost
headed wide.
the Ötüken player made no mistake Ramazan was Tatlısu’s best player in
pulled a goal back in the dying
with the rebound. 2-0
what was a very disappointing
35 mins : G. Gücü pulled a goal seconds when Debola outstripped
performance from the team.
back minute
direct from
kick Tatlısu
taken Muhammed and put over a perfect
and ita free
was 3-0,
60th
cross
to Prince
who
by PRINCE
on For
lost
possessionBOATENG
in midfield, wide
Ali cross
Ötüken
HAŞİM Boateng
and HÜRKAN
somehow
to scoop
his
from
the left
firstin time
by BÖLEL
his left.
His was
kickmet
went
at the
bothmanaged
very experienced
players
HÜSEYIN
YEŞİLBAŞ
shot were
shotimpressive.
over the bar from a few yards
near post, maybe
youngwhose
Esentepe
flew
past
Sinan.
goalkeeper Onur could have done out to sum up G Gücü day.
FULL TIME SCORE: 3-0
better preventing the goal. 2-1
Tatlısu lost their centre back Barış
FULL TIME SCORE : 4-1
with what looked like a serious ankle
42 mins : Esentepe increased their
injury to make it a further bad
lead when they were awarded a SUMMING UP : GOALS,
morning for them.
free kick on the left, Kaan simply SMILES, GOALS SMILES
squared the ball to JUNIOR
standing outside the area, he sent Of course JUNIOR was “ Man of
in a low shot that beat the diving the Match”. Sane and Kaan in
midfield for Esentepe had their
Dağman to complete his hat trick.
best match of the season for
Esentepe. In defence Şahin put in
HALF TIME SCORE : 3-1
a real Captain’s performance aided
Quite rightly so in the second half by Uğurcan who defended,
Esentepe were quite content to attacked and was all over the
defend deep and rely on pitch.
breakaways it was up to G. Gücü
to take up the initiative which they
failed to do.
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Strange
day indeed!
Junior, Junior,
Junior!
Esentepe Win!
Result : Esentepe KKSK 4 Genclik Gucu TSK 1
By Richard Beale ..
Saturday February 9, 2019 : KPet Super League : Esentepe
Erdal Barut Stadium.

Result : : L.Gençler Birliği SK 3 Esentepe KKSK 4

By Richard Beale....

Yes I am not dreaming, an
Esentepe win at long last and 4
goals scored
well,2019:
thanksK-Pet
to a
Saturday,
Mayas 11,
JuniorLeague:
first half Iskele
hat trick
and a first
Super
Cumhuriyet
goal at senior level in the second
Stadium
half for youngster Mustafa Günlü.
Gençler Birliği v Esentepe match

A 3-4 scoreline, 7 goals an exciting
match?
no awho
strangehave
game,suffered
an end ofa
Esentepe
season
game,season
that really
to
harrowing
tookturned
out allout
their
be played like a friendly game or an
frustrations on Lefkoşa based team
exhibition match.

Gençlik
Gücü
which
was
undoubtedly their best performance
I am still trying to get my head around
season.
Thiswere
wasstill
a must
win
it of
as the
"bonus
points"
on offer
for Esentepe
and they did it
ingame
the relegation
playoffs.
in style and they have now climbed
to bottom
but one
in thealong
League.
I should
explain
Esentepe
with In
3
other
teams
are
involved
in
the
last place are Girne Halk Evi who
relegation
Esentepeplayoffs.
face away next Saturday,
what a dog fight that will be.
In the TRNC play outs teams are
awarded points depending on their
After scoring 6 times last weekend
finishing League position when the
Gençlik Gücü showed why they
playoff matches begin. The team that
are a very
inconsistent
team
finishes
in 11th
place starts
withthis
3
season.
They
are
a
“Jekyll
and
points, 12th place 2 points, 13th place 1
Hyde”
their day they can
point,
14thteam,
placeon
0 points.

beat anybody, but when they not
Esentepe,
beforethey
this are
match,
the
on their game
bad. was
Luckily
team
that would
start
with turned
0 points,
for Esentepe
“Mr
Hyde”
up,
even
though
they
have
the
same
they were not at the races today.
League points and goal difference as
the team above them Binatlı. Leading
MATCH NOTES
4-1 in this match at one stage they
should have carried on to win by a
: A long
ball out
of the
5 minsmargin
greater
enabling
them
to
G.Gücü
defence
found
their
overtake Binatlı in the League and start
dangerman
Öngür
Ongun
the
with
that precious
bonus
point. on
Binatli
left,3-1,
the soprolific
outstripped
won
in the striker
end they
finish on
the
same number
of got
points
us, that
but
Mustafa
Kiliç and
in aasshot
with
a
better
goal
difference
of
just
one
Esentepe young keeper Onur
solitary
goal! to push round for a
managed

corner
I should have known Esentepe were
going to take this match lightly as they

13 mins : Esentepe took the lead

JUNIOR in action and left celebrating a goal with teammate ÜĞURCAN
when JUNIOR started the move
and finished it. The Cameroon
International picked the ball up
beating a couple of players before
passing to Sane who it turn found
left
out on
any the
playerleft,
that the
were wingers
carrying
Kaan
slight
knocks.
measured across to the far post
found JUNIOR again who slid the
LGB having been relegated were
ball home. 1-0
already on the beach, nobody on the
gate wanting entrance money, on a
: Unbelievably
Esentepe
14 mins
warm
afternoon
even no refreshment
scored
stall
open!again immediately after

G.Gücü lost the ball from the kick
LGB
are a Junior
club similar
to Esentepe
off, again
was involved
in
having
no of
money,
havinghegone
through
the start
the move
passed
to
3Sane,
Coaches
this
season,
they
just
wanted
who in turn passed to
the
season
to end.
Hüseyin who
sent a long ball into
the visitors goal area, which was
It was nice to meet up with a group of
headed in by JUNIOR who had
Ex-Pats, LGB supporters who go to
kept on running into the box. 2-0.
every match home and away, great to
see that they support local football.

25 mins : Esentepe Nigerian
winger Efosa
upon a run
on first
the
Esentepe
were set
comfortable
in the
half,
relaxed
football,
right playing
putting over
a low
cross LGB
that
playing
a
mixture
of
youngsters
and
Sane hit wide from a great position.
regular players were just going through
the
26 motions.
mins : G.Gücü hit the bar

following an Ocran corner to the

In the second half Esentepe continued
far post that İltaç managed to
to press and were 4-1 up, then they
connect with the ball but saw his
switched off, not interested in
shot hit their
the bar
increasing
scoreand
and Esentepe
going for
managed
to
scramble
the
ball
that bonus point. Then I am thinking
as
away.
an Englishman not a Cypriot, they do
things differently.

It was thrilling end to end stuff

both teams looked likely to score
any time they attacked.
30 mins : Esentepe missed another
golden opportunity to increase
LGB
up, sensed
their woke
lead when
Kaanthat
on Esentepe
the left
had
taken
their
foot
of
the
gas,
scored
brilliantly beat his marker before
two easy goals in a space of 5 minutes
sending over a perfect cross to the
and could have saved the game.
hovering Junior but the striker
headed wide.
MATCH GOALS :
: G. Gücü
goal
35mins
mins: EFOSA
was pulled
broughta down
11
a freeErol,
kick picked
taken
inback
the direct
area from
by Kadır
by PRINCE
BOATENG
wide his
on
himself
up and
slotted away
penalty.
his left.0-1His kick went in at the
near post, maybe young Esentepe
beautifully
goal
35
mins : A Onur
goalkeeper
couldworked
have done
starting
from goalkeeper
Kurşat
better preventing
the goal.
2-1throw
out, carried on by Ahmet, Yakup,
Mustafa Günlü, playing one touch
42 mins : Esentepe increased their
football and eventually to Efosa who
lead when
they
wereto awarded
slipped
the ball
through
YAKUP toa
free kick
score.
0-2. on the left, Kaan simply

squared the ball to JUNIOR
standing
area,
he senta
Esentepethe
were
awarded
52
mins : outside
free
on that
the beat
right.theAHMET
in a kick
low shot
diving
ÇAĞER
took
the
kick
and
16year
old
Dağman to complete his hat trick.
LGB Goalkeeper Hasan dived but
could
only
help the
ball into: 3-1
the net
HALF
TIME
SCORE
1-3.

Quite rightly so in the second half

62 mins : Ex Esentepe player Tacettin
Esentepe were quite content to
on the left passed to ELVIS SAKYI
defendlow deep
and
rely
on
whose
shot from
outside
the box
breakaways
it was
up togoalkeeper
G. Gücü
seemed
to go
through
to take1-3.
up the initiative which they
Kurşat.

failed to do.

81 mins : Junior accepting and
holding the ball found Sane in the
G Gücü box he simply squared the
ball across to an unmarked
MUSTAFA GÜNLÜ on as a
Esentepe
worked
72
mins: A superbly
replacement
who shot
home,
to
goal
direct
from
an
LGB
corner
which
record his first ever goal for the
was cleared by Ahmet to Efosa in his
first team. 4-1

own half with only one defender in
front of him. Alongside him substitute
: G.space,
Gücüto almost
90 +2 ran
mins
KAAN
on into
receive
pulled
a
goal
back
in
the
dying
Efosa's perfectly weighted pass
and
seconds the
when
outstripped
smashed
ball Debola
past a diving
Hasan
Muhammed
and
put1-4
over a perfect
from
outside the
box.

cross to Prince Boateng who
Esentepe
passing the
ball around
somehowwere
managed
to scoop
his
like
Barcelona
or
Manchester
City
and
shot over the bar from a few yards
maybe
out to got
sumtoo
up "cocky"
G Gücü and
day. conceded
two soft goals.

FULL TIME SCORE : 4-1

84 mins: A cross from the right was
headed straight at Kurşat by Tacettin,
SUMMING
UPto drop
: GOALS,
only
for the keeper
the ball to
SMILES, GOALS
IBRAHIM
KÖSE toSMILES
simply poke
home.2-4

Of course JUNIOR was “ Man of
Another
crossand
fromKaan
the right
89
themins:
Match”.
Sane
in
again
finding
IBRAHIM
KÖSE
who
midfield for Esentepe had their
easily
shruggedofoffthea challenge
to
best match
season for
score.
Esentepe. In defence Şahin put in

a real Captain’s performance aided

FULL
TIME SCORE:
3-4
by Uğurcan
who defended,
attacked and was all over the
pitch.
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Bad
Ozankoy
Day
at
v Duzkaya
theJunior!
Officematch
for Esentepe
report
Junior,
Junior,
Esentepe
Win!
By Richard Beale .
By Richard
RichardBeale..
Beale ..
RED HOT DERBY!
WednesdayFebruary
May 15,9,2019:
Saturday
2019 K-Pet
: KSuper League
Relegation
Play Off:
Sunday
May
5
:
K-Pet
League
1 :
Pet Super League : Esentepe
Cihangir Mustafa
Stadı. Ozkayım Stadı.
Ozanköy

Erdal Barut Stadium.

Theafirst
match "local
of the "relegation
play
In
thrilling
derby'' match,
Yes
I
am
not
dreaming,
an
offs" was kept
played
on hopes
a red hot
afternoon
Ozanköy
their
of automatic
Esentepe
win
at whereas
long last
and
4
with red hot
temperatures
andDüzkaya
red hot
promotion
alive,
goals
scored
asoffpoint
well,
totheir
a
tempers
on and
the field.
Esentepe
only
needing
one
tothanks
secure
Junior
half
hatnow
trick
and
first
blew a first
gasket
and
face
ana even
promotion
must
keep
their
champagne
harder
uphill
task
to in
holdtheonto
their
on
iceat
for
another
week.
goal
senior
level
second
Super
League
place.
half for youngster Mustafa Günlü.
A red hot derby, red hot atmosphere,
Withhotthisaction
matchboth
being
red
on played
and offonthe
Esentepe
who have
suffered
aa
boiling
hot
afternoon,
it
eventually
pitch. Standing room only in a packed
harrowing season took out all their
spilt overOzkayım
in the 59th
minute
when
both
Mustafa
Stadı
for this
crucial
frustrations
on
Lefkoşa
based
team
teams saw clash.
red. With this match being
promotion
Gençlik
Gücü
which
wasa
shown live on
BRT Sport
it was not
undoubtedly
their
performance
good advert
and abest
shame
that100's
this
Düzkaya
supporters
came
in their
of
the
season.
This
was
a
must
win
incident spoiled
match. with their
decking
out thethestadium
gameand
forbanners.
Esentepe
did it
flags
We and
had they
firecrackers,
The
events
that
made
it
happen
initially
somebody
even
brought
a
megaphone
in style and they have now climbed
involved
Sükrü
andinIn
K.
with
them,Esentepe's
Düzkaya
fans
were
a
to
bottom
but
one in the
League.
Kaymaklı
Bahadir
TheHalk
two
on
party
mood,
todaytussled
gain
last
place
areexpecting
Girne
Evito who
front up
of
the left
one hand
pointtouchline,
that willright
sendinthem
Esentepe face away next Saturday,
the the
mainSuper
stand
and Ozanköy
the cameras.
into
League.
had
what a dog fight that will be.
Bahadir
clearly
connected
other
ideas,
theyaimed
have and
a guaranteed
with off
a kick
Sükrü
which
incensed
play
placeatand
if they
can win
their
After
scoring
6
times
last
weekend
the Esentepe
remaining
twoplayers
matchesand
theytheir
havefans.
an
Gençlik
Gücü
showed
why
they
Esentepechance
surrounded
referee Mehmet
outside
of leapfrogging
over
are
a very
inconsistent
Sezener
imploring
him toteam
sendthis
off
Düzkaya.
Bahadir by
usingare
the card
signal which
season.
They
a “Jekyll
and
has unfortunately
crept
intothey
football.
Düzkaya
must on
keep
the day
champagne
on
Hyde”
team,
their
can
They
surrounded
the
Linesman
Mr
ice
and
hope
they
can
beat
or
draw
beat anybody, but when they not
Necmi
Bulut
who
really
had Luckily
a "bird's
next
week
at home
Mesarya.
on
their
game
theyto
are
bad.
eye view". I even saw the kick clearly
for Esentepe “Mr Hyde” turned up,
and I to
amseeblind
as a bat !. Mr
Imyself
also wanted
Ex Esentepe
they were not at the races today.
Sezener remained unmoved, both sets
of players started pushing and shoving,
MATCH
NOTES
even Esentepe
Coach Hasan Çağer ran
onto the pitch to put his twopenny
A long
of the
5worth
mins
in, :again
not theball
doneout
thing.

G.Gücü defence found their
K. KaymaklIÖngür
Rifat Ongun
grabbedon Kaan
dangerman
the
round
the
neck,
and
Kaan
reacted
left, the prolific striker outstripped
himself, so did Mr Sezener by
Mustafa
Kiliç and got in a shot that
producing a red card and sending off
Esentepe young keeper Onur
both players After the match I saw the
managed
to push round for a
marks round Kaan's neck, no wonder
corner
his temper went. Yet Bahadir being the
original culprit remained on the field

13 mins : Esentepe took the lead

Result : Esentepe KKSK 4 Genclik Gucu TSK 1

Result : Kucuk Kaymakli TSK 4 Esentepe KKSK 0
Result : Ozanköy SK 4 Düzkaya Kosk 2
Ozanköy, Hopes Still Alive - Düzkaya, Champagne on Ice.
players OSMAN NERSIN and
AHMET KARAL gain promotion to
the Super League for the second
successive season with two different
teams. The first half was pulsating,
both teams launching themselves at
each other with such ferocity with
some hard robust challenges and
JUNIOR
and
tackles, which
helped stirinupaction
the frenzy
amongst the supporters.

left celebrating a goal with teammate ÜĞURCAN

when JUNIOR started the move
both teams looked likely to score
and finished
it. The
Ozanköy
took the
lead Cameroon
in the 8th any time they attacked.
International
the ballstriker
up
minute
throughpicked
their prolific
beating aYİLİDZ
couple converting
of players abefore
missed another
30 mins : Esentepe
BEKER
cross. Tempers
reach boiling
point
Düzkaya
rallied
afterit some
passing to
Saneand
who
turn intense
found
golden opportunity to increase
and
it should
been the
HALF
TIME
SCORE:
pressure
Esentepe
AHMET
Ex Chelsea
star.
Kaanreally
onEx the
left, player
thehave
wingers
their
lead
when
Kaan3-2.
on the left
Kaymaklı
down
to
10
players.
Not
for
KARAL
equalised
with
a
low
shot
measured across to the far post
brilliantly beat his marker before
the
first
time
this
season
Esentepe
With
the created
matcha perfect
being
live
on
from
outside
the
box
in
the
33rd
Esentepe
only shown
2 cross
chances
all
found JUNIOR again who slid the
sending
over
to the
seemed
be on the wrong
end regained
of some through
BRT Sport,
thankfully
the crowd
minute. to
MUSTAFA
ÇİÇEKLİ
the match,
the first came
in the
hovering Junior but the striker
ball home. 1-0
appalling
by the Officials.
troubleminute,
died down
and theEfosa
match itself
the homeerrors
side advantage
scoring from first
when
won
headed wide.
lost
some
of
its
spikiness.
close range in the 37th minute.
possession passed left to Kaan who
: Unbelievably
Esentepe
14 minsplayers
Esentepe
continued to
protest, sent in a good cross, that unfortunately
G.
pulled
a goal
35 mins
scored
again
after
Esentepe
supporters
weretrouble
on the which
fence Yakup
The
second
halfGücü
was aquite
This
led to
some immediately
crowd
fired:over
from
greatpedestrian
position.
back direct
from
freehalf.
kick
taken
G.Gücü
lostsimmering
the ball abuse
from
the
kick
presumably
hurling
atPolice
the compared
with
the afirst
Düzkaya
was
always
and the
linesman.
match
was
up forin
at Their
by PRINCE
BOATENG
wide
on
didn't
reallyother
look
like
getting
back
off, toagain
involved
had
stepThe
inJunior
to
keepwas
the held
two
opposing
only
chance
came
in into
the
least
10 minutes
beforehe itpassed
restarted
the
and
it teenager
waswent
Ozanköy
supporters
apart.
minute
when
Sükrü
was
his game
left. His
kick
in at who
the
the start
of
the move
to 43rd
again,
but
the
heat
and
the
passion
had
scored
a
fourth
goal
in
the
68th
minute
but hesitated
allowing
nearthrough
post, maybe
young Esentepe
Sane, who in turn passed to put
been
taken
out
of
the
game.
to
make
the
game
safe.
Bekir
Then
to
cap
it
all
in
an
explosive
half
defender
Bahardır
to
deflect
hishad
shota
goalkeeper Onur could have
done
Hüseyin who sent a long ball into
shot,
that
to hit Düzkaya
we
two goals
a minute
each and
into
thewas
armsdeemed
of the
goalkeeper
Efe.
the had
visitors
goal inarea,
whichof was
better
preventing
goal. 2-1
Would
the
correct
decision
made
make
defender
Nersin’s
arm,
even
though
he
other. 44th minute SÜLEYMAN
headed in by JUNIOR who had
any
difference
to Düzkaya,
the result
if Esentepe
had turned have
his back
the shot.
BAYIR
equalised for
only to
to onto
thank
theirI
kept
on
running
into
the
box.
2-0.
:
Esentepe
increased
their
42
mins
K.Kaymakli
were reduced
10 men
thought the penalty
was aONUR
little harsh.
see immediately
from theto kick
off inexperienced
goalkeeper
who
lead
when
they
were
awarded
a
and
Esentepe
had
11
players
remaining
SAYDAM
SOY
duly
stepped
up
to
AYTUN scrambling in for Ozanköy.
is carrying an injury, time and time
free he
kick
on Esentepe
the left, despite
Kaan simply
Nigerian
25 themins
on
field. :No Esentepe
Esentepe were
poor, again
saved
having
squared
the ball
to his
JUNIOR
winger
Efosa
set upon
a run onwere
the limited
their
limited
squad
and resources
mobility.
He put
injured
shown
up.
on theoutside
line, without
him the
standing
the area,
he score
sent
right putting over a low cross that body
could
well
have
been
6
or
7-0.
Onur
in a low shot that beat the diving
Sane hit wide from a great position.
Once again as with most Super League deputy
Kurşat,
again inexperienced,
Dağman
to complete
his hat trick.is
teams, K. Kaymaklı African players carrying an injury himself - very
26 mins : G.Gücü hit the bar
were the most influential players on the worrying times for Esentepe.
HALF TIME SCORE : 3-1
following an Ocran corner to the
field. John Bello their tall striker
far post that İltaç managed to
helped himself to 2 goals and was a It is easy to criticise Esentepe but I am
Quite
rightly
so inthethesame
second
connectallwith
the ballIn but
saw his
handful
afternoon.
midfield
and not,
I know
it was
for half
both
Esentepe
were
quite
content
to
shot
hit
the
bar
and
Esentepe
attack Paul Asare showed plenty of teams but the hot weather was a factor
defend
deepEsentepe
and performance.
rely on
managed
skill
and a tofinescramble
turn of the
speed.ball
In and
it did affect
midfield
away. Tamen, a Michael Eissen breakaways it was up to G. Gücü
look-alike, played in the same style as Apart
from
Onurinitiative
I thought
Esentepe
to take
up the
which
they
failed to do.
It was thrilling end to end stuff

81 mins : Junior accepting and
holding the ball found Sane in the
G Gücü box he simply squared the
ball across to an unmarked
MUSTAFA GÜNLÜ on as a
4-2 making
send
Yunus
the who
wrong
way.
Captain
Şahin
did his
utmost
replacement
shot
home,
to
some
finehis
tackles
interceptions.
record
first and
ever
goal for the
After that Ozanköy were content to
first team. 4-1
keep
at arm’s
length,
with
the
With Düzkaya
K. Kaymaklı
and Baf
Ülkü
Yurdu
visitors
probably
thinkingit looks
we will
both winning
their matches
like
: G. and
Gücü
almost
90 +2 mins
conserve
our
energy
get
the
job
it will be either Binatlı or Esentepe
pulled
a
goal
back
in
the
dying
done
nextbe
week.
who will
fighting it out for survival.

seconds when Debola outstripped
Muhammed
and
putMehmet
overmiss
a perfect
A
mention
Sezener
Kaan
willto Referee
probably
both
who
had
excellent
game
crossI thought
to play
Prince
Boateng
who
remaining
off an
matches
after
his
and
handled
could
an
sending
off, managed
but what
at leastto
a scoop
littlebebithis
of
somehow
explosive
match
very
well
good
news,the
topbar
goalscorer
Junior
will
shot over
from a few
yards
.be
available
after
serving
a
3
match
out to sum up G Gücü day.
FULL
TIME SCORE: 4-2.
suspension.

FULL TIME SCORE : 4-1

KÜÇÜK KAYMAKLI SCORERS:
MEHMET KOYUNCU (26), PAUL
SUMMING
UP EVOR
: GOALS,
ASARE
(53), JOHN
BELLO
SMILES,
(88
+ 90+4) GOALS SMILES

Of course JUNIOR was “ Man of
the Match”. Sane and Kaan in
midfield for Esentepe had their
best match of the season for
Esentepe. In defence Şahin put in
a real Captain’s performance aided
by Uğurcan who defended,
attacked and was all over the
pitch.

Esentepe in Red
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"CARGA"
Ozankoy
Super
v Duzkaya
League
match
Champions!
report
Junior,
Junior,
Junior!
Esentepe
Win!
By Richard Beale .

By Richard
RichardBeale...
Beale ..
RED HOT DERBY!
Just
like theFebruary
thrilling conclusion
the
Saturday
9, 2019 :toKSunday
May
5
:
K-Pet
League
1
English
Premier
League,
TRNC:
Pet Super
League
: the
Esentepe
Ozanköy
Mustafa
Ozkayım
Super
finale
had its Stadı.
moments
Erdal League
Barut Stadium.
as well.
In a thrilling "local derby'' match,
Yes I kept
am their
not hopes
dreaming,
an
Ozanköy
of automatic
Leaders Mağusa
Türk Gücü
(Carga)
Esentepe
win
at whereas
long lastover
andtheir
4
promotion
alive,
Düzkaya
last week had
leapfrogged
goals
scored
asYenicamiı
well, tothanks
a
only
needing
one
point
secure
their
deadliest
rivals
whento
the
Junior
halfkeep
hatwere
trick
and
first
promotion
must
theirheld
champagne
current first
Champions
ata home
on
another
week.
goal
atfordraw
senior
level
in the second
to aice
1-1
against
Çetinkaya.

half for youngster Mustafa Günlü.
A
hot derby,
redGücü
hot atmosphere,
So red
all Mağusa
Türk
(MTG) had
red
hot
action
both
on
and
off the
to
do was win
theirhave
last match
away
Esentepe
who
suffered
ato
pitch.
Standing
room
onlythey
in aduly
packed
Küçük
Kaymaklı,
which
did
harrowing season took out all their
Mustafa
Ozkayım
Stadı
forfrom
this crucial
winning
2-0,onwith
goals
ADIL
frustrations
Lefkoşa
based team
promotion
clash.
YALÇIN ( 28) and EMBIMOBOWEI

Result : Esentepe KKSK 4 Genclik Gucu TSK 1

Result : Ozanköy SK 4 Düzkaya Kosk 2
Ozanköy, Hopes Still Alive - Düzkaya, Champagne on Ice.
players OSMAN NERSIN and
AHMET KARAL gain promotion to
the Super League for the second
successive season with two different
teams. The first half was pulsating,
both teams launching themselves at
each other with such ferocity with
some hard robust challenges and
JUNIOR
and
tackles, which
helped stirinupaction
the frenzy
amongst the supporters.

left celebrating a goal with teammate ÜĞURCAN

when JUNIOR started the move
both teams looked likely to score 81 mins : Junior accepting and
holding the ball found Sane in the
and finished
it. The
Ozanköy
took the
lead Cameroon
in the 8th any time they attacked.
G Gücü box he simply squared the
International
the ballstriker
up
minute
throughpicked
their prolific
Gençlik
Gücü
which
was BEKER
balltheacross
to an unmarked
Mağusa
supporters
"Champions"
beating aYİLİDZ
couple converting
of Türk
playersGücü
: Esentepe missed
anothersalute
30 minsfanactical
abefore
cross.fabulous
PETER ( 50).
undoubtedly
their
best
performance
Düzkaya supporters came in their 100's Düzkaya
rallied
afterit some
passing to
Saneand
who
turn intense
found
golden opportunity to increase MUSTAFA GÜNLÜ on as a
of
the
season.
This
was
a
must
win
4-2
Yunus the who
wrongshot
way. home,
decking
stadium
TIME
SCORE:
3-2.
pressure
Ex the
Esentepe
AHMET
replacement
to
Kaan on
left,toplayer
the
wingers
their
lead
on theteam
left send
CUP
FINAL
be played
on ItHALF
Yenicamıout
wonthetheir
final with
matchtheir
4-1 KIBRIS
will
bewhen
the Kaan
Catalköy
Zoltan
Ibrahimovic look
alike FERDI
game
forTürk
Esentepe
they
did it May
flags
banners.
We and
hadfinish
firecrackers,
KARAL
with
low Mete
shot DÜZKAYA
recordhishisside's
firstboth
evergoals
goalin for
the
18th equalised
atacross
Gırne 20
Temmuz
away and
to
Ocak,
to
runners
measured
to
thea far
post
brilliantly beat
, his
who marker
just before
pipped scored
the 50th
After
that
Ozanköy
were
content
to
somebody
even
brought
a
megaphone
With
the
match
being
shown
live
on
from
outside
the
box
in
the
33rd
in style
andsame
they number
have now
climbed
off 7-00pm
up
with the
of points
74. Adanır
first 70th
team.minute.
4-1
found Stadium
JUNIORkick
again
who slid the Ozanköy
sending over
a perfect
crossfor
to the
that won
the race
the and
Mesarya equalised
with
them,MTG
Düzkaya
fanscrown
were away
inIna minute. MUSTAFA ÇİÇEKLİ regained BRT Sport, thankfully the crowd keep Düzkaya at arm’s length, with the
to bottom
but
one
in the
the
League.
However
stole
second
automatic
hovering
Juniorpromotion
but theplace.
striker Ferdi opening goal in the 59th minute
ball home. 1-0
party
mood,
expecting
today
to
gain
trouble
died
down
and
the match itself visitors probably thinking we will
the
home
side
advantage
scoring
from
from
Yenicamı
on goal
difference
by CONGRATULATIONS
last place
are Girne
Halk
Evi who
TO
through
and almost
caused
headed wide.
G. Gücü
90 +2 EMRE
mins : ÖZSİN
conserve our energy and get the job
the
one
point that will send them up "CARGA"
lost some of its spikiness.
range in the 37th minute.
just
4 goals.
Esentepe
face away next Saturday, close
They
only
needed
1
point
to
Düzkaya
a
few
anxious
moments
pulled
goal back in the dying
done
nexta week.
into the Super League. Ozanköy had 14 mins : Unbelievably Esentepe
guaranteed promotion, but at a packed before Ferdi's winner.
what a dog fight that will be.
pulled
a goal seconds when Debola outstripped
35 mins : G.
scored
again
immediately
after The
other
theyhave,
havelike
a Manchester
guaranteed DÜZKAYA
halfGücü
was quite
pedestrian
This
led to
some
trouble
These ideas,
two teams
pip crowd
Ozanköy
andwhich
are Nahıtsecond
Bağcier Stadium they took all 3
and putMehmet
over a perfect
back direct
from
freehalf.
kick
taken AMuhammed
G.Gücü
lostsimmering
the
ball from
the Police
kick compared
mention to Referee
Sezener
play
place
and if they
can win their
with
the afirst
Düzkaya
was
always
and the
City off
and
Liverpool,
dominated
the promoted
to the
Super League.
points beating Mesarya 2-1
Ozanköy played their part winning 2-0
After
scoring
6
times
last
weekend
had anBoateng
excellent who
game
crossI thought
to Prince
remaining
two this
matches
they Both
have are
an had
by PRINCE
BOATENG
on who
really look
like getting wide
back into
off, toagain
involved
in didn't
step inJunior
to keepwas
the two
opposing
Super League
season.
at relegated Yeniboğaziçi and they join
Gençlik
Gücü
showed
why
they
and
handled
what to
could
be his
an
outside
leapfrogging
over With
the
and kick
it waswent
Ozanköy
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